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Optimizing wave energy parks with over 1000 interacting point-absorbers using an approximate analytical method 
Introduction
Since the initial works on wave energy [1] , research has lead to many different approaches to convert energy in ocean waves to electricity, which has resulted in numerous different techniques. This paper concerns point-absorber wave energy converters (WECs), where a cylindrical buoy at the sea surface is connected to a bottom-mounted linear generator through a line. To produce power of more than a few MW and enable an even power distribution, future designs will necessarily include arrays of many absorbing units. As the individual units in these wave power parks interact by scattered and radiated waves, the numerical simulations get very heavy when the number of interacting bodies grow. In certain situations, assumptions can simplify the calculations and enable simulations of a large number of structures.
The electricity produced by a point-absorber WEC with linear generator will fluctuate with the incoming waves. In order to connect wave energy parks to the electric grid, means must be taken to reduce the power fluctuations inherent in the wave source. Luckily, the hydrodynamical interactions between WECs in a wave energy park can be used to smoothen out the power fluctuations, a fact that was discussed already in early works on wave energy [2, 3] . With the recent commercialization and full-scale implementation of wave energy, the area has received new attention [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Although a lot of papers have studied arrays of a few WECs or larger arrays in regular waves, so far, there are few publications on full-scale experiments of WEC arrays, and/or large-scale arrays in irregular waves. In [9] , experiments with up to three full-scale point-absorber devices were conducted off-shore at the Swedish west coast. It was shown that the standard deviation of power delivered to the electrical substation reduces with 30% and 80% with two and three WECs, respectively, as a mean for an arbitrary array member. In a recent paper [10] , scale experiments performed in a wave basin with 25 heaving WECs were presented. For long-crested waves, around 17% reduction in significant wave height was observed downwave the WEC array.
The aim of this paper is to study wave energy parks in the MW regime and with over 1000 WECs, with the particular focus on maximizing power absorption while lowering the power fluctuations. In three earlier papers [11] [12] [13] , properties of wave energy parks were studied as functions of various parameters. In the first two papers, the hydrodynamical interaction between devices was calculated using the boundary element potential flow solver WAMIT. The method is robust and reliable, but the computational cost for large parks is high and each array configuration must be studied separately by trial and error. As an alternative, here an approximate semianalytical method is used. Instead of studying each park configuration separately, the parameters can be varied continuously and give hints of optimal configurations. To lower the computational cost and enable simulations of a larger number of interacting structures, here the hydrodynamical interaction due to scattered waves has been neglected, but interactions due to radiated waves is included between all the WECs. Despite this approximation, the model shows good agreement with the standard numerical model for the parks where both methods have been applied.
Theory

Linear potential flow theory
Consider a volume of fluid with finite depth h and define a global coordinate system (x, y, z) such that z = −h at the seabed and z = 0 at the undisturbed free sea surface, and N floating cylinders with radius R and draft d, labeled by indices j ∈ [1, N], and constrained to move in heave only. Divide the fluid domain into interior and exterior domains underneath and outside each buoy. Under the assumption of incompressible, homogeneous fluid density and negligible viscosity and vorticity, the governing equation reduces to the Laplace equation ∆Φ = 0, where Φ is the fluid velocity potential. Under the assumption of non-steep waves, the non-linear boundary condition at the free sea surface can be linearized and the first order approximation taken. In addition, the fluid is not penetrating the seabed or the floating bodies, and the full linear boundary conditions are ∂Φ ∂t
where n is the normal direction of the body surface. For bodies that are not oscillating, the last boundary constraint in (1) is the condition that the fluid should not penetrate the body surface, ∂ n Φ| = 0. Under the assumption that the time-dependence is sinusoidal, it can be factored out as Φ(x, y, z, t) = Re(φ(x, y, z)e −iωt ), where the angular frequency ω is related to the wave number k through the dispersion relation ω 2 = gk tanh(kh). In the frequency domain, the first of the boundary conditions in (1), the linearized Bernoulli equation, simplifies to −ω 2 φ + g ∂φ ∂z = 0 at the sea surface.
Due to the linearity of the problem, the fluid potential will be a linear superposition of incoming waves, scattered waves among the fixed cylinders, and radiated waves from the bodies own oscillations, φ = φ in + φ S + φ R . 2
Solving the diffraction and radiation problems
A general solution to the Laplace equation and the boundary conditions in the exterior domain can be found by separation of variables. In local cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) with origin in the center of cylinder j, the solution takes the form
where Z m (z) are normalized vertical eigenfunctions, Z m (z) ∝ cos(k m (z + h)). The wave number k 0 = −ik is a root to the dispersion relation above and K n (k 0 r) ∝ H n (1) (kr) and I n (k 0 r) ∝ J n (kr) correspond to propagating modes. The wave numbers k m for m > 0 are roots to the dispersion relation ω 2 = −gk tan(kh) and correspond to evanescent modes. The unknown coefficients in the potentials will be found by requiring continuity between the exterior and interior regions of each buoy.
Diffraction problem
The diffraction problem is the solution to the scattering among fixed cylinders. Consider a cylinder with center at (x j , y j , 0) and an incoming wave with amplitude A, traveling along the x-axis,
where A j in,n = −igA/ω · e ikx j i n /Z 0 (0). The surface elevation of the free surface is η(x, y, t) = Ae i(kx−ωt) . In the general case, the incoming wave on a buoy will be a superposition of φ j in and the scattered waves from the remaining cylinders. The multiple scattering method for determining the fluid velocity potential in an array of floating cylinders was presented in [14] . In the case of bottom-mounted cylinders, the method is completely analytical, whereas for floating bodies, infinite expansions of the eigenfunctions need to be truncated and the method is only semianalytical. In a single-body diffraction problem, used as an approximation in this paper, the contribution from scattered waves of the remaining buoys is neglected, and the diffracted wave in the exterior region of the buoy will be a superposition of the incoming wave (3) and a scattered wave on the form in (2) .
Defining λ n = πn/(h − d), an ansatz for the diffraction potential in the interior domain underneath the cylinder can be written on the form
Requiring continuity for the diffraction potential between the exterior and interior regions imply that the unknown coefficients γ mn can be found in terms of A mn and B mn . Further requiring continuity for the radial derivative of the diffraction potential again relates the unknown coefficients, and the coefficients can be solved for.
Radiation problem
The radiation potential φ R is the solution to the problem of heaving cylinders and no incoming waves φ in . In the interior domain underneath the cylinder, the general solution is given as a sum of a particular and a homogeneous solution,
where V j (ω) is the velocity of the buoy in heave and a mn are unknown coefficients. The general solution in the exterior domain is given on the form (2) with only outgoing waves, i.e., B mn = 0. Again, requiring continuity between the regions solves for the unknown coefficients and the radiation potential can be determined.
Dynamical equations
The force of the waves on the floating bodies is given by the pressure integrated along the wetted surface of the cylinder. In the frequency domain, this is proportional to the wave potentials,
The first term resulting from the incoming and scattered waves, is the excitation force factor f exc ; the second term originating from the radiated waves is the radiated force f rad , with real and imaginary parts proportional to the added mass and damping coefficients, respectively. Here, scattering of radiated waves will be neglected, and the interaction by radiated waves, i.e. the non-diagonal terms of f rad will be given by the radiated wave from WEC j when incoming on WEC i, integrated over the wetted surface of WEC i, f i j
After the diffraction and radiation potentials have been determined as described in section 2.2, the hydrodynamical forces can be readily obtained.
The dynamics of each buoy is determined by Newton's second law F tot (t) = mz(t), where the total force is a sum of the exciting force F exc from the incoming waves, the damping force from the radiated waves F rad , the statical restoring force for submerged bodies F stat = −ρgπR 2 z and the power take-off force F PTO = −(k s z + γż). In the frequency domain, the equation of motion can be written in terms of a transfer function
where m is the total mass of the translator and the submerged buoy. After a Fourier transform of the transfer function to the time domain h(t) = H(ω), the vertical position of the buoy in every time-step is then obtained as a convolution with the incoming wave amplitude, z(t) = (h * η in )(t). With the position of the buoy in time determined, the absorbed power of the WEC can be calculated as P(t) = γż(t) 2 . The performance of a WEC is usually measured in terms of a power capture ratio (PCR) between the time-averaged power absorption and the incident energy transport over the buoy diameter, PCR =P/(2RJ), where the incident energy transport for waves in waters of infinite depth can be defined as J = (ρg 2 /64π)T e H 2 s . As described above, one of the most important effects of park interactions is the reduction of power fluctuations. The fluctuations in a park with N WECs can be measured in terms of the normalized variance of the total power, v = σ 2 (P tot )/P tot 2 , where σ is the standard deviation and P tot the time-averaged power. 
Model specification
The wave energy converters used in the simulations are of point-absorber type, with a semisubmerged buoy at the sea surface connected to a direct-driven linear generator at the seabed. As such, it resembles the WEC model developed at the Uppsala University, see, e.g., [15] [16] [17] . The physical dimensions of the WECs are given by the buoy radius R = 2 m, draft d = 0.5 m, translator mass m t = 2560 kg, spring constant k s = 4 kN/m, and power take-off damping coefficient γ = 55 kNs/m. The water depth is h = 25 m. The Uppsala University WECs are deployed at an off-shore research site for full-scale experiments, located on the west coast of Sweden. At this test site, 44% of the annual energy flux occurs for sea states characterized by an energy period T e in the interval 4-7 s and a significant wave height H s in the interval 1-3 m [18] . For the simulations, measured time series of the elevation of irregular waves obtained at the test site are used to actuate the buoy and translator. Monodirectional waves propagating along the x-axis are used for all the simulations. The 35 different sea states were obtained at a sampling rate of 2.56 Hz and during time periods of 30 minutes by the commercial Datawell Waverider buoy. The wave data cover the predominant sea state at the research test site at the Swedish west coast and are characterized by the energy period and significant wave high given in table 1. Variations in the water level due to tides and air pressure variations are very small and have been neglected in this paper. In the simulations, the time series were repeated once, so that in total the simulations could model wave energy parks during one hour. To compare performance of different parks, the time averaged power for individual WECs and for the full park have been used. Note that the time averaged power for a WEC differs from and should not be confused with the rated power or the peak power, that are in general much higher than the power obtained as a mean over time.
As explained in section 2, the dynamical parameters in the equations of motion for the buoy are the integrals of the wave potentials in equation (6), i.e. the exciting force, the added mass and the radiation damping. In this paper, we solve for the hydrodynamical coefficients f exc , m add and B using an approximate analytical method. The method is compared with a numerical method using WAMIT, a commercial boundary element potential flow solver. The two methods are discussed in section 3.2. The hydrodynamical coefficients are then used as inputs in a time-domain model in Matlab, where the dynamics of the WECs and the absorbed power are calculated according to the equations in section 2.3. 
Numerical and semi-analytical approach
In the numerical approach, the hydrodynamical coefficients in equation (6) are calculated using the commercial boundary element potential flow solver WAMIT.
In the semi-analytical approach, the hydrodynamical parameters are calculated analytically using the method discussed in section 2.2. To obtain numerical values, the infinite expansions in the eigenfunctions must be truncated, hence the method is semi-analytical. To achieve 1% accuracy, it is rarely necessary to go beyond 20 equations [19] . Hence, in this paper, the cut-off order has been chosen to Λ = 20. The hydrodynamical forces are determined by integrating the potentials along the bottom of the cylinders as in equation (6) .
The output both from WAMIT and from the semi-analytical method are used to obtain the transfer function (7) in the frequency domain, transform it into the time-domain and compute the dynamics of the individual buoys as a convolution with the incoming wave, as described in section 2.3.
Approximations and validity of the model 3.3.1. Linear approximation
The linear approximation is valid only for non-steep waves. The irregular waves used to actuate the model are measured outside the Swedish west coast, where the wave climate in general is relatively moderate. The sea states used in the simulations are listed in table 1 and have significant wave heights in the range H s ∈ [0.49, 2.52] m. In [20] , the WEC model based on the numerical calculation of the hydrodynamical forces was validated with full-scale experiments off-shore at the same location where the used wave data has been obtained.
WEC approximations
The WEC model is assumed to have stiff line between the buoy and the translator, linear power take-off force and heave motion only, i.e. the buoys are constrained to move only vertically. In particular the last assumption of heave motion is crude, in particular for WECs deployed 6 The agreement between the models is rather good but seems to grow with increasing number of WECs. The rightmost plot shows that the computational cost of the approximate analytical method is much lower than that of the numerical method, due to the fact that multiple scattering is neglected.
in shallow waters. Despite these assumptions, the numerical WEC model has been validated with good agreement with full-scale experiments off-shore [20] . However, one should bear in mind that the model represents a simplification of the physical system. If one is interested to study more realistic systems including, for example, non-linear physical events such as snap-loads in the line, the assumptions are not valid and a more general model must be used.
Approximations on hydrodynamical interaction
Regarding the hydrodynamical interactions between the buoys, the point-absorber approximation [21] [22] [23] has been made in the semi-analytical method, i.e., the buoys are assumed to be so small that their scattered waves do not interact with the remaining buoys. This means that interactions between the buoys is due to their non-scattered radiated waves, and only single-body diffraction is considered for the excitation force. The point-absorber assumption has been found to be a good approximation for large separating distances D > 8R, in particular for low frequencies kR < 0.8 [24, 25] . The error is expected to grow with increased number of interacting structures, however. On the other hand, the larger number of structures increase the run time of the simulations and prevent calculations of the full interactions between all devices.
In the numerical method full hydrodynamical interactions are included. Hence, the numerical method can be used to verify the approximate analytical method. In figure 1 , the added mass, radiation damping and excitation force have been calculated using the numerical and the analytical model in a system of four heaving buoys on a distance D = 20 m from each other. For high frequencies, the added mass computed by the approximate method deviates slightly from the one computed by the numerical method. A better agreement would be obtained for a higher cut-off order Λ, but the impact on the results for computed power and power variance in the park would be small. The small fluctuations in the results from the numerical method are due to interaction by scattered waves. Whereas these small fluctuations are not captured by the approximate 7 analytical method, the overall agreement is good. In figure 2 , the average power per WEC and the power fluctuations, measured in terms of the normalized variance, have been calculated by the full numerical and the approximate analytical methods. The third plot shows the time needed for the simulations. Both simulations have been performed on a standard desktop PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.07 GHz processor and 6 MB RAM. The wave energy parks studied are all square parks with increasing number of devices, from 2×2 WECs up to 32 × 32 WECs. The separating distance between all adjacent devices is D = 20 m. The numerical method that accounts for full multiple scattering is able to simulate parks with up to 8 × 8 = 64 WECs before the computational costs get out of hand. For parks up to this size, the agreement with the approximate analytical method is rather good; however, for large parks the approximate analytical model seems to over-predict both the power variance and average power per WEC slightly. The relative error for a park with 64 WECs is just below 6% for the power variance and less than 1.5% for the average power per WEC. Due to the computational limits of the numerical method, the relative error for larger parks cannot be determined, but is expected to grow with number of WECs. Also, in figure 6a, the power variance has been calculated in both methods as a function of the separating distance between adjacent devices, and the agreement between both methods is good.
The agreement between the models justifies the use of the approximate method also for larger parks, where the numerical method becomes too heavy, but the analytical method readily enables simulations of parks with over 1000 WECs. However, caution should be taken when evaluating the results for very large parks and for parks with WECs in close proximity, since experimental validation of the model has not yet been performed, and since agreement between the two models has only been verified for parks up to medium size.
Results
Comparison of global geometries
Four global geometries with approximately the same number of WECs have been compared in figure 3 : the wedge and rectangular shapes have 252 WECs each, whereas the circular and random geometries have 256 WECs each. More specifically, the wedge configuration consists of 4 × 7 wedges, each with 9 WECs in a single row. The rectangular geometry has 12 × 21 WECs and the circular geometry contains 8 semi-circles, each with 32 WECs in a double shell. In the wedge and the circle geometries, the separating distance between adjacent WECs is 20-30 m. In the rectangular geometry, the separating distance is 55 m and in the random geometry, the devices are never closer than 6 m from each other. The total used ocean area is comparable for all four configurations. In the figure, the positions of the WECs in the park as well as the time-averaged power per WEC is plotted. For all the geometries, WECs far away from the incoming wave absorb less power. However, as seen in the rectangular configuration, it is not necessarily the WECs in the first row that absorbs most energy; rather it is the third row, showing the positive interference effect of the radiated waves from the other buoys in the park. For reference, an isolated WEC in the same wave climate as in figure 3 would have an absorbed power of 2.4 kW. Some of the WECs in figure 4 have a time-averaged power absorption of 2.7 kW, which is 13% more than the absorbed power in isolation. As has been discussed in [8] , the fact that radiated waves from WECs far away from the incident wave are affecting the WECs in the front rows is a unique feature of wave energy parks as compared to, for example, wind energy farms, where a wake is induced behind every device and the front row is expected to absorb most energy. For engineering purposes, in order to compare different park geometries it is of high value to compare the length of sea cable needed, since the cost of sea cable is one of the largest costs associated with the construction of a wave energy park. To get a rough value of the minimum length of sea cable required for the different park configurations, the shortest distance connecting all the WECs has been calculated as a solution to the traveling salesman problem [26] . After approximately 20 000 iterations, the shortest distance connecting all WECs in the four configurations was calculated to 9.5 km for the wedge geometry, 9.9 km for the circular, 13 km for the random geometry and 15 km for the rectangular. Hence, cable length of the wedge and circular geometries are roughly two thirds of the cable length in the randomized and rectangular geometries. In real wave energy parks, all WECs will not be connected to another WEC, but rather to a low voltage substation, from which a cable will be connected to either a medium voltage substation or directly to shore [27, 28] . Nevertheless, the shortest distance between all the WECs presented above gives a hint of the minimum length of sea cable needed. As can be seen, the wedge and the circular configurations are comparable and have the shortest distance between all WECs.
In figure 4 , the performance of the four different wave energy parks has been compared for the wide range of sea states listed in table 1. The study is similar to the one performed using the numerical method for smaller parks with 32 WECs in [11] . As can be seen from the figure, the time-averaged total power of the park increases more or less strictly with increasing significant wave height, and the performance of the four geometries is comparable, with the wedge geometry absorbing slightly more power than the other three configurations. However, the power fluctuations vary heavily between the four parks. The mean variance over all sea states is 0.17 for the rectangle, 0.14 for the wedge geometry, 0.087 for the circular and 0.057 for the random geometry. The lowest variance obtained is 0.024 for one of the sea states and the random geometry. Hence, according to the simulations, the fluctuations in the park with rectangular global geometry are roughly twice of the circular park, and three times larger than for the random geometry.
Fluctuations as a function of number of WECs
In figure 2 , the power and power variance for a wave energy park are studied as functions of the number of WECs in the park, up to 32 × 32 = 1024 WECs in the approximate analytical method. The distance between adjacent devices is kept constant to 20 m and only one sea state is used in the simulations.
As expected, both the average power per WEC and the power fluctuations reduce with the number of WECs. According to the simulations with the approximate analytical method, a park with 64 devices has a variance of v = 0.36 and average power of 5.2 kW per WEC, whereas a park of the double size has v = 0.29 and average power 4.9 kW, and a park with almost ten times as many devices have variance v = 0.17 and average power 3.4 kW per WEC.
However, in [12] , the variance was found to be a function not only of the number between the buoys, but also to depend strongly on the given sea state and on the separating distance between adjacent devices. To study the variance as a function of the number of devices, but eliminate the dependency of the distance between the buoys and the given sea state, here we have also performed a second parameter study where the number of WECs has been varied. The coordinates of the WECs have been distributed randomly such that a park of N b WECs occupies an area of A = 50 2 ( √ N b − 1) 2 , which would give the same area as for a square park with 50 m distance between adjacent WECs. None of the buoys have been allowed to be in closer proximity to each other than 20 m. To eliminate the factor of the separation distance, two configurations with different random coordinates have been studied for each number of WECs. For each configuration, nine different sea states have been used in the simulations to eliminate the dependency of wave climate, namely the sea states number 2, 13, 15, 16, 25, 27, 28, 32 and 33 in table 1. These sea states were chosen since they can be compared pairwise: number 13 and 27 share the same significant wave height, 15 and 16 the same energy period and 25 and 28 roughly the same significant wave height and also since they cover a broad spectrum of significant wave heights. Hence a total of 18 different simulations are run for each number of WECs. The result is plotted in figure 5 .
As seen in the figure, the reduction of the power fluctuations with the number of devices follows the same pattern as the simulations for square parks with constant separating distance of 20 m, as plotted in figure 2 . The colors in figure 5 display the significant wave height for the sea state used in the simulations. Again, the total power of the park increases strictly with the number of devices, and also with increasing significant wave height. One important difference between the square parks in figure 2 and the random parks in figure 5, is that a low variance is obtained earlier in the random geometry. Hence, increasing the amount of WECs in a random park, say from 50 to 100 WECs, gives less gain in lowered power fluctuations, as would be the case for a square park.
Power fluctuations as function of separating distance
In [12] , the power fluctuations were studied as a function of the separating distance between adjacent devices in a park. An oscillatory behavior was found, but it was also concluded that the behavior was sea state dependent, and that further studies were needed. In [13] , the problem was approached again with both the numerical and the approximate analytical method. As seen in figure 6a (also published in [13] ), the power variance fluctuates as a function of the separating distance between adjacent units, and the approximate analytical model resembles the results from the numerical method remarkably well. These results motivated further parameter studies using the analytical method. In figure 6b , the power fluctuations in a park of 3 × 3 WECs in square lattices are studied as a function of the separating distance between devices. The sea states 1-34 in table 1 were used in the simulations. Whereas it is evident that some of the sea states display a clear oscillatory behavior, this appearance vanishes when averaging over all the sea states (thick dotted line). This indicates, that in real wave energy parks where the wave climate is changing over the days, no optimal separating distance can be found that minimizes the power fluctuations.
However, a small peak in figure 6b can be found at separating distance around 18 m. Hence, for the point-absorber WEC studied in this paper and for the most occurring sea states at the test site, separating distances between 15 < D < 20 m should be avoided to prevent high power fluctuations. For other wave climates and characteristic dimensions of devices, this study would have to be remade to identify any non-optimal separating distances.
Wave energy parks in the MW range
The four park configurations in figures 3-4 contain roughly 250 WECs and all lie in the MW range, as can be seen in figure 4a. In figure 7 , the total power divided by the time averaged power of two wave energy parks has been plotted over a time period of 40 minutes. The first park consists of one double semi-circle with 32 WECs, the second park consists of 32 such circles and has a total of 1024 WECs. The separation distance is roughly 20 m between adjacent devices in the circles. The sea state number 30 in table 1 is used in the simulations, characterized by T e = 6.25 s and H s = 2.37 m.
For the construction of economically viable electrical systems for wave energy parks, it is desirable to reach a ratio close to one between the actual total power and the time averaged total power of the park. From the figure, one can see that the smaller park has power peaks that are 3.5 times higher than the average, whereas the power peaks of larger park are only 2 times higher. The time averaged total power in the small park is 0.4 MW. Multiplying this value with 32 would give an expected total power of 12.8 MW, but the actual total power obtained in the large park is only 8.1 MW, showing the destructive interference between WECs in larger parks. The power variance is 0.28 for the small park and 0.055 for the large park.
Summary and conclusions
For the design of economically viable and effective wave energy parks, parameters affecting the power fluctuations and the total output power must be considered carefully. In this paper, we have studied properties of large wave energy parks as functions of some parameters such as the global geometry of the park. Other parameters than the ones discussed here are also relevant for the performance of wave energy parks. Some of these, such as the direction of the incoming wave and the local geometry, were approached in a previous paper [12] and have also been discussed elsewhere, e.g., [7, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In this paper, we have restricted the study to include global geometries, number of devices, separating distance between devices, and sea states.
It should be emphasized that a state-of-the-art software such as WAMIT provides a more flexible and accurate method than the approximate analytical method used here. Nevertheless, standard numerical software tend to be very heavy when the number of interacting units in the park grows, and the approximate model provides a way to study very large parks and enables fast parameter studies of arrays. The model includes interaction by radiated waves but neglects scattering between buoys. It has been validated against the numerical method for small parks, where the the numerical method is still efficient. The good agreement between the methods has motivated the use of the approximate model for larger parks. The approximate model can give relevant results and guidelines regarding the design of wave energy parks. However, since the model has not been validated or verified for large arrays, the results should be regarded as qualitative rather than quantitative. From the discussion in section 3.3, the obtained values with the approximate analytical method used in this paper could be expected to provide upper bounds for large parks. Moreover, the method describes only a simplified system of point-absorbers and wave energy parks and for more accurate simulations, more realistic models need to be used. An approach to include multiple scattering effects while keeping the computational cost low by introducing a maximal interaction distance is presented in [34] .
In section 4.1, the performance of wave energy parks was studied as a function of the global geometry of the array. Four geometries with roughly 250 WECs were compared: wedges, rectangular, circles and random. The total power was comparable in the four parks and increased with increasing significant wave height. The power fluctuations were largest in the rectangular, roughly 1.2 times higher than the wedge geometry, two times higher than the circular and three times higher than in the random geometry, where the lowest fluctuations were obtained. Taking into account also the roughly estimated cable length required in the parks, the circular geometry is distinguished as the best geometry of the four studied. The same conclusion was reached in [11] , where rectangular, semi-circular and randomized small park of 32 WECs were compared using the numerical method where full hydrodynamical interactions are included.
In section 4.2, we studied how increasing the number of WECs in a park affects the power fluctuations and the average power per WEC. As seen in figure 2, placing WECs in arrays is important to lower the fluctuations. However, the gain for adding more WECs to already large parks is small; doubling from 50 to 100 WECs decreases the variance with roughly 21%, but doubling again from 100 to 200 WECs decreases the variance with only 19%, although twice the amount of devices were added. As seen in figure 5, this decrease of power fluctuations is even smaller in wave energy parks with random geometries, since the fluctuations are already quite low for medium sized parks. Since, in realistic situations, the positions of the buoys will not be fixed on exact lattice points, but instead tend to drift off their mean positions, real wave energy parks will always be slightly randomized, and the effect of adding more devices to already large parks is small. As a rule of thumb, the point-absorber WECs should be placed together at least in small clusters to avoid very large power fluctuations, but other means, such as designing the park geometry appropriately, should be applied to lower the fluctuations further without significantly lowering the total power.
In section 4.3, the power fluctuations were studied as a function of the separating distance between adjacent devices. Whereas some sea states display a clear oscillatory behavior as function of the separating distance, the oscillations look different for different sea states, and is even non-existent for some. When averaging the power variance for a range of 34 common sea states at the west coast of Sweden, the oscillatory behavior disappears. This indicates that it is impossible to find a separating distance between devices that minimizes the power fluctuations for all present sea states. However, as discussed in section 4.3, some separating distances can be found that should be avoided to prevent large fluctuations. In the case studied here, this non-optimal separating distance is between 15 < D < 20 m. Section 4.4 treated the total power and the power fluctuations of two parks containing semicircles of 32 devices: a small park consisted on one circle only, and a large park consisted of 32 such circles, to a total of 1024 WECs. Increasing the number of devices 32 times implied that the variance was lowered by 5 times, and that the total power was increased by 20 times. Hence, again the conclusion can be drawn that the gain of increasing the number of devices in already large parks is not very large, due to the already low fluctuations, and to the destructive interference between WECs.
